Introduction
Runaway stars are (usually massive) Population I stars that move at large peculiar velocities with respect to the mean Galactic rotation. Two mechanisms were proposed over half-acentury ago to explain their production: the ejection of a close companion in a supernova explosion (Blaauw 1961 ) and a threeor more-body interaction at the core of a compact stellar cluster (Poveda et al. 1967) . Runaway stars can be detected by their proper motions, radial velocities, or a combination of both. The availability of good-quality proper motions from Hipparcos allowed many new runaway stars to be detected (Hoogerwerf et al. 2001; Mdzinarishvili 2004; Mdzinarishvili & Chargeishvili 2005; Tetzlaff et al. 2011) .
The success in the detection of runaway stars with Hipparcos led to great expectations for Gaia. On 14 September 2016 the first Gaia Data Release (DR1) was presented (Brown et al. 2016 ). Gaia DR1 includes parallaxes and proper motions from TGAS (Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution, Michalik et al. 2015) for the majority (but not all) of the Tycho-2 stars. Among the excluded Tycho-2 stars we find all of the very bright objects but also some dimmer ones. TGAS proper motions exist for a significantly larger number of stars than for Hipparcos and, for the stars in common between both catalogs, they are more precise.
Having good-quality proper motions and/or radial velocities is a requirement to detect runaway stars 1 but we also need to correctly identify a sample of massive stars to do so, as such objects are a needle in a haystack of hot evolved low-mass stars where the range of proper motions and radial velocities can be very large due to their relative proximity and mixture of populations. In this respect, the Galactic O-Star Spectroscopic Survey (GOSSS, Maíz Apellániz et al. 2011) can play a fundamental role. GOSSS is obtaining R ∼2500, high-S/N, blue-violet spectroscopy of all optically accessible Galactic O stars. To this date, three survey papers (Sota et al. , 2014 Maíz Apellániz et al. 2016) have been published with a total of 590 O stars 2 . Several additional hundreds of O stars and several thousands of B and later-type stars have already been observed and their data will be published in the near future. Why is GOSSS needed? One reason is given by Maíz : at the time that paper was published, 24.9% of the O stars with previous spectral classifications GOSSS had observed turned out to be of other spectral type (some were even late-type stars, Maíz Apellániz et al. 2016) . Five years later, the number of such false positives in GOSSS is ∼35%. Therefore, finding an object with a peculiar proper motion that Simbad says is an O star could be a new runaway star or it could be something else: one needs some confirmation such as a good spectrogram before being certain.
A preliminary version of the results in this paper was presented in Maíz Apellániz et al. (2017b) , from now on Paper I. That contribution was limited to O stars. Here we include additional O stars in our sample, extend it to BA supergiants, present new spectra and information, and discuss our procedures and results in more detail, as Paper I was a relatively brief non-refereed contribution to conference proceedings.
Data and methods
The core data of this paper are the Gaia DR1 and Hipparcos proper motions for Galactic massive stars presented in the next subsection. We also use supporting data in the form of spectra, photometry, and images, which are presented in the following subsections.
Proper motions
When Gaia DR1 was announced, our initial plan was to analyze the included TGAS parallaxes to increase the meager number of useful trigonometric distances available for O stars (van Leeuwen 2007; Maíz Apellániz et al. 2008) . However, the TGAS parallaxes for O stars provide little new information, as the brightest O stars are not included and only one star, AE Aur, has π o /σ π > 6, where π o is the observed parallax and σ π is the parallax uncertainty. It should be remembered that, in general, < d > = 1/π o , that is, the inverse of the observed parallax is not an unbiased estimator of the trigonometric distance (Lutz & Kelker 1973; Maíz Apellániz 2001 , 2005 .
On the other hand, the TGAS proper motions proved to have useful information. We used three different samples:
1. O stars already observed with GOSSS when this work started. This was the sample in Paper I. 2. Additional objects for which an O-type classification appears in Simbad. 3. Objects classified as BA supergiants in Simbad. 2 The GOSSS spectra are being gathered with six facilities: the 1.5 m Telescope at the Observatorio de Sierra Nevada (OSN); the 2.5 m du Pont Telescope at Las Campanas Observatory (LCO); the 3.5 m Telescope at the Observatorio de Calar Alto (CAHA); and the 2.0 m Liverpool Telescope (LT), the 4.2 m William Herschel Telescope (WHT), and the 10.4 m Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC) at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (ORM). Of those, the LT is a recent addition to the mix Table 1 . Samples used in this paper. T and H refer to TGAS and Hipparcos, respectively, and those columns indicate the number of entries in those catalogs. R is the number of runaway candidates, R% is the percentage of runaways, and D is the number of discarded objects. The first sample is a "clean" sample: uniformly selected, with a coherent magnitude limit over the whole sky (complete to B = 8 and near-complete to B = 10), and with few expected false positives 3 . The situation is different for the other two samples, which are "dirtier". Therefore, after cross-matching them with entries with TGAS and/or Hipparcos proper motions we had to clean them, as explained below.
We cross-matched each of the samples with the TGAS and Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007) catalogs. The numbers of objects found are given in Table 1 . Note that since some objects have both TGAS and Hipparcos proper motions the third number in each row is always less than the sum of the other two (bright objects are generally absent from TGAS and dim ones from Hipparcos). When an object has entries in both catalogs, we choose TGAS. For all samples we did an initial cleaning by excluding all cases where the uncertainties in the proper motions were too large to be useful for a determination of the runaway character of the object. For the last two samples we did an additional cleaning for the stars where the analysis indicated the possibility of them being runaways.
-For sample 2 we first attempted to obtain a GOSSS spectrum (subsection 2.2). This confirmed the nature of some of the objects as O stars and discarded others. For the rest we searched the literature for photometry and conducted a CHORIZOS analysis to estimate their T eff (subsection 3.3). This also confirmed some as O stars and discarded others. Finally, those objects without GOSSS spectral types or a CHORIZOS analysis were also discarded. -For sample 3 we also first attempted to obtain a GOSSS spectrum, which confirmed the nature of part of the sample and discarded another part. For the rest we searched the literature for spectral classifications and retained only those coming from references with a proven record of coincidence with GOSSS spectral types (see Maíz Apellániz et al. 2004b and GOSSS-I for discussions on this issue). The rest were discarded. We did not attempt a CHORIZOS analysis for BA supergiants, as the main contaminant of the sample are BA stars of lower luminosity, which are difficult to distinguish from photometry alone.
Finally, we also excluded some objects that are too close to us, as the method used to find runaway stars can yield false positives in that case, though we retained some close known runaways such as ζ Oph. The total number of discarded objects for one reason or another is given in Table 1 . Clearly, sample 3 is the dirtiest of the three and we found the worst offenders to be the alleged A supergiants: Simbad contains many objects with such classifications that turn out to be something else. Our strategy is designed to minimize the number of false positives at the risk of increasing the number of false negatives because the latter will likely be found in the incoming years using future Gaia data releases. In other words, in order to eliminate (or at least largely reduce) our noise we are forced to reduce our signal.
Having established how we selected our sample, we now describe how we detected the runaway-star candidates. Ideally, to identify runaway stars one computes the 3-D motions of the stars and compares them to the expected velocities at their location using a Galactic rotation model. That requires knowledge not only of the proper motions but also of the distances and radial velocities. Since we do not have precise measurements of the latter two for most of the sample, we are forced to follow a modification of the 2-D proper-motion-only method used by Moffat et al. (1998) to identify WR and O-star runaways with Hipparcos.
For all of the objects in our samples, the proper motions in RA (µ α ) and declination (µ δ ) were transformed into their equivalents in Galactic latitude (µ b ) and longitude (µ l ). Then, a robust mean for µ b (reflecting the solar motion in the vertical direction), < µ b >, and a robust standard deviation, σ µ b , were calculated both for the O stars (samples 1+2) and the BA supergiants (sample 3). For µ l we robustly fitted a functional form f (l) = a 0 + a 1 cos l + a 2 cos 2l and we also calculated the robust standard deviation, σ µ l , from the fit. Results are shown in Table 8 and Figs. 1 and 2.
To detect runaway stars we computed the normalized difference (in standard deviations) of the difference between the observed proper motions and the fitted ones i.e.:
where µ b = µ b − < µ b > and µ l = µ l − f (l) are the corrected proper motions, and sorted the results from largest to smallest. The cut in ∆ is the same in both cases and was empirically established at 3.5 by comparing our results with those of the 3-D method of Tetzlaff et al. (2011) , who use a threshold of 28 km/s for the peculiar velocity of a runaway star. This 2-D method is simpler than a full computation of the 3-D velocities and has the advantage of being self-contained and, therefore, less prone to errors introduced by the required external measurements in the 3-D method (distances and radial velocities). However, it can yield false positives and negatives, which we analyze later on.
GOSSS spectra
To confirm the spectral type of the runaway candidates, one should ideally obtain good-quality spectroscopy. That is what we did for the 25 objects in Table 2 as part of the GOSSS project. The spectrograms are shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5. The spectral classification was done using MGB (Maíz Apellániz et al. 2012 ) and a new grid of spectroscopic standards that extends to A0 for luminosity classes II to V and to A7 for supergiants (Maíz Apellániz et al., in preparation) . The new spectrograms are presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 and the new spectral types are given in Table 2 . Each of the new stars is discussed in the Results section. The addition of the new objects leaves the GOSSS statistics with a total of 594 O stars, 20 other early-type stars, and 11 late-type stars. The spectrograms and spectral types are available from the Galactic O-Star Catalog (GOSC, Maíz Apellániz et al. 2004a , 2017a web site. GOSC has been recently moved to a new URL (http://gosc.cab.inta-csic.es) but the old one (http://gosc.iaa.es) will be kept as a mirror, at least temporarily.
Photometry and CHORIZOS
Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain good-quality spectroscopy for all of our runaway candidates in time for the publication of this paper. For the stars without spectral types we collected photometry from the literature and used CHORIZOS (Maíz Apellániz 2004) to estimate their effective temperatures. For details on how this is done, we refer the reader to Maíz , where we explain how this procedure can be carried on without significant biases, and to Maíz Apellániz & , where we use photometry similar to the one in this paper to measure extinction for a large sample of Galactic stars (see Arias et al. 2006; Maíz Apellániz et al. 2007 Simón-Díaz et al. 2015a; Damiani et al. 2017 for further examples). In particular, for this paper: The results of our CHORIZOS analysis are shown in Table 3 and are discussed in the next section. We emphasize that the identifications as O stars based on photometry should be taken with care until a spectroscopic confirmation is obtained.
WISE imaging
For each of the new runaway candidates we searched for the dust emission from possible bow shocks in the WISE W3 and W4 images. In most cases we did not find any sign of one. However, in some of them there are bow shocks or other interesting structures that we show in Fig. 6 as RGB mosaics using the W4+W3+W2 channels.
Runaway candidates
In this section we provide information about each of the new objects that we have identified as possible runaways. Given the differences in our previous knowledge about the runaway character of the objects in this paper, for the sake of clarity we divide them in three categories: [a] runaways known before Paper I, [b] objects described as runaways for the first time in paper I, and [c] runaway candidates not in Paper I. Each category is presented in the next three subsections.
Previously known O-type runaways in Paper I
The O stars that were known to be runaways before Paper I was published are given in Table 4 . Many of the stars are very bright, as evidenced by the fact that almost half of this sample has no TGAS proper motions. A list of references is provided for Table 4  Table 5  Table 6 f Tables 4, 5 , 6 and 7, with the IDs in those tables also shown. The dotted green lines represent the functions and 2σ deviations used to detect runaway candidates. Note that the vertical scales are the same in both panels to allow for an easier comparison. each object. The list is not intended to be complete, as that would occupy too much space (the list includes some of the first objects identified as runaway stars), but includes the first reference to the runaway character of each object that we have found. We will discuss this sample later on when dealing with completeness.
All of the objects in Table 4 were presented in GOSSS I+II+III (the reader is referred to those papers for a brief description of each star) except for BD −08 4617 (= ALS 9668 = LS IV −08 7), which is added to the GOSSS main catalog here. It was classified as O8.5 V: by Morgan et al. (1955) . Our spectrogram in Fig. 3 coincides with their spectral subtype but assigns a giant luminosity class and an (n) rotation index.
New runaways from Paper I
The stars identified as runaways for the first time in Paper I are given in Table 4 . Each one is briefly described in this subsection, ordered by decreasing ∆ or likelihood of being a runaway from their corrected proper motions. Table 4  Table 5  Table 6 f HD 155 913 (= CPD −42 7710 = ALS 4407). GOSSS II classified this star as O4.5 Vn((f)) but cautioned that it is an SB2 according to OWN data (Barbá et al. 2010 , so the width could be caused by an unresolved orbital motion in the GOSSS spectrogram. Aldoretta et al. (2015) also detected a visual companion. The proper motion of the star points away from the young stellar cluster NGC 6822, located half a degree away and the likely source of this runaway star. No bow shock is visible in the WISE images but the region of the sky is quite crowded due to its location.
HD 104 565 (= CPD −57 5199 = ALS 2572). This nitrogendeficient star was classified as OC9.7 Iab in GOSSS-II. HD 104 565 is 4
• above the Galactic Plane and moving away from it and towards the East. Its proper motion points away from Cen OB1, ∼8
• away and a possible origin for this runaway.
ALS 18 929 (= LSE 107 = Tyc 1036-00450-1). This object was given an O9.7 spectral subtype in GOSSS III with no luminosity class because of the discrepancy between the He/He and Si/He criteria. With the help of new data we have reanalyzed the spectral classification and determined that B0 V is more appropriate, as Si iii λ4552 is stronger than He ii λ4542, see Fig. 4 . Therefore, we move this object from the main GOSC catalog (Galactic O stars) to supplement 2 (other Galactic early-type stars). It is still likely to be a runaway, as it is a massive star located 10.
• 6 off from the Galactic Plane and moving away from it in a direction close to its perpendicular.
ALS 11 244 (= LS III +41 20). Comerón & Pasquali (2012) classified this star as O5 If. The spectrogram in Fig. 3 indicates a similar spectral subtype (O4.5) but a lower luminosity class of III, as He ii λ4686 is not clearly in emission. Instead, it shows the double emission peak surrounding an absorption line characteristic of Onfp stars (see GOSSS-I). It also has C iii λ4647-50-52 comparable to N iii λ4634-40-42, hence the (fc) suffix in the classification (Walborn et al. 2010) . Based on its proper motion, the most likely origin for this runaway star is the OB association Cyg OB2, located ∼2
• away.
HDE 229 232 AB (= BD +38 4070 = ALS 11 296 = LS II +38 79). GOSSS-III classified this star as O4 V:n((f)). The object has a bright visual companion (Aldoretta et al. 2015) and is an SB1 (Williams et al. 2013) . Based on its proper motion, the most likely origin of this runaway star is the young cluster NGC 6913, located ∼40 away, but note that HDE 229 232 AB is much earlier (hence, likely more massive) than the cluster turnoff (Negueruela 2004 Table 2 sorted by Galactic longitude. For the SB2 AB Cru three different orbital phases are shown.
HD 155 775 (= V1012 Sco = CPD −38 6750 = ALS 3995). GOSSS-II classified this object as O9.7 III(n) and Malkov et al. (2006) indicates it is an eclipsing binary. It is located close to the Galactic Plane and moving away from the open cluster ASCC 88, which could be its origin. The WISE image (Fig. 6) shows a weak bow shock consistent with the direction of the corrected proper motion but note the region is quite crowded (Kobulnicky et al. 2016) . The Herschel 160 µm band also shows a small cavity around the star consistent with the bow shock structure.
HD 46 573 (= BD +02 1295 = ALS 9029 = LS IV +02 10). GOSSS-I classified this star as O7 V((f))z. The object is moving away from the Galactic Plane and tracing back its trajectory we arrive at NGC 6822, an H ii region with a young cluster and a potential origin for the runaway. Note that another runaway, HD 47 432, is present nearby. We do not detect it with our method (i.e. it is one of our false negatives) but it is identified as a runaway by Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . The trajectories of both runaways intersect at a near right angle at the location of Table 2 sorted by Galactic longitude.
Collinder 110, but that open cluster is too old to have produced such young stars, so it is likely a chance superposition (we will check this with Gaia DR2, nonetheless). The WISE image shows a strong bow shock consistent with the corrected TGAS proper motion (Fig. 6 , see Paper I and Kobulnicky et al. 2016) .
BD +60 134 (= ALS 6405 = LS I +61 173). GOSSS III obtained a spectral classification of O5.5 V(n)((f)) for this star. BD +60 134 is in the neighborhood of several OB associations in Cassiopeia. Based on its proper motion, Cas OB7 appears to be the most likely origin, but note that the star is earlier (hence, likely more massive) than any star in the association.
CPD −34 2135 (= ALS 1007). Garrison et al. (1977) classified this star as O7 III. We find a slightly later spectral subtype and a brighter luminosity class, O7.5 Ib(f)p. The p suffix is assigned for its incipient P-Cygni profile in He ii λ4686, see Fig. 3 . CPD −34 2135 is located very close to the Galactic Plane and moving in a diagonal direction with respect to it. Tracing back its proper motion, a possible origin in the young star clusters in Canis Majoris is found.
HD 12 323 (= BD +54 441 = ALS 6886 = LS I +55 22). This nitrogen-rich star was classified as ON9.2 V in GOSSS II. Musaev & Chentsov (1989) found it to be a spectroscopic binary and Kendall et al. (1995) identified it as a blue straggler. This object is over 5 degrees to the south of the Galactic Plane and moving away from it. Its proper motion points towards the OB associations Per OB1 and Cas OB8 as possible origins.
AB Cru (= HD 106 871 = CPD −57 4397 = ALS 2639). Garrison et al. (1977) classified this star as O8 Vn but other sources identify it as a B star. One possible reason for the discrepancies is that the spectrum of this object is highly variable due to its eclipsing binarity (Popper 1966 ). Here we use GOSSS spectra to determine it is an O8.5 III + BN0.2: Ib: system (Fig. 3) , one of the very few known combinations of an O star and a B supergiant in a short-period binary 4 . The B supergiant has a significant N enrichment. We are using GOSSS and OWN (Barbá et al. 2010 spectroscopy to determine the orbit. AB Cru is 4.
• 4 above the Galactic Plane and moving westward almost parallel to it. If it has been ejected from a system to the East, then its motion is apparently being already bent back towards the Galactic Plane 5 . One candidate for its origin is the Cen OB1 association, ∼6
HD 192 639 (= BD +36 3958 = ALS 10 996 = LS II +37 26). GOSSS-I classified this star as O7.5 Iabf (actually, it is an O7.5 Iab standard). It is located within the Cyg OB1 association moving northwards away from the Galactic Plane. In paper I we proposed the open cluster Dolidze 4 as a possible origin but that is uncertain, as the corrected proper motion traces back to a point close to the cluster but not within it. HD 94 024 (= CPD −57 3856 = ALS 1952). GOSSS-II classified this star as O8 IV. OWN data (Barbá et al. 2010 indicates this system is an SB1. HD 94 024 is moving away from the Carina Nebula Association, its likely origin, located 2
• to the south.
Objects not in Paper I
In this subsection we describe the runaway candidates that were not discussed in Paper I, dividing them in O stars and BA supergiants.
O stars
The (spectroscopically confirmed or not) O stars in this subsection are listed in Table 6 . Each one is briefly described in this subsubsection, ordered by decreasing ∆.
HDE 315 927 (= CPD −29 4760 = ALS 4200). Vijapurkar & Drilling (1993) classified this star as O5 III but we do not have GOSSS data to verify it. The CHORIZOS run (Table 3 ) yields a T eff consistent with that spectral classification and a moderate extinction with an R 5495 close to the canonical value of 3.1. We have not found any previous identifications of HDE 315 927 as a runaway star. Tracing back its proper motion leads to several clusters in Sgr in the direction of the Galactic Center as its possible origin.
CPD −72 1184 (= ALS 2557). This object has been classified as a late-type O (O9 III, Wramdemark 1980) or as an early-type B (B0 III, Kilkenny 1974). We do not have GOSSS data to verify the spectral classification and the CHORIZOS run (Table 3) yields a T eff consistent with a late-type O but without excluding the possibility of being an early-type B and a low extinction. Therefore, we tentatively leave it here with the intention of confirming the spectral classification in the near future. Kilkenny (1974) identified it as a runaway star and de Bruijne & Eilers (2012) measured a radial velocity of −218 km/s. CPD −72 1184 is located 11
• to the south of the Galactic Plane and moving in a direction almost perpendicular to it. It could have originated in the region between Centaurus and Crux. This is the only object in this subsubsection with a Hipparcos instead of a TGAS proper motion.
ALS 4962. This star is potentially the most interesting object in this subsubsection. It has received little previous attention but Kilkenny (1993) classified it as O9 Ia. The GOSSS spectrum confirms its supergiant nature (but note that He ii λ4686 is not fully in emission and is closer to a P-Cygni profile) and brings the spectral subtype to a much earlier O5. O5 is established, as usual, from the He ii λ4542/He i λ4471 ratio but that leaves us with N iii+iv+v absorption lines significantly stronger than expected, hence the ON designation and the p suffix, as the ON phenomenon is not expected to appear in early/mid supergiants. It is also possible that the spectrum is a composite of an earlier O and a later O stars but even under that assumption it would be hard to reach the intensity of the nitrogen absorption lines. ALS 4962 shows strong atomic, molecular, and DIB ISM absorption lines, an indication of strong extinction. We have found no previous indication of its runaway nature in the literature. There is a faint structure in the WISE W4 band consistent with a bow shock slightly offset from the direction of the corrected proper motion (Fig. 6 ). Tracing back its motion leads to the western part of the Sgr OB1 association near the location of M20 as a possible origin.
CPD −63 2886 (= ALS 3140). Vijapurkar & Drilling (1993) classified this star as O9.5 Ib but we do not have GOSSS data to verify it. The CHORIZOS run (Table 3 ) yields a T eff consistent with that of an O star, likely even earlier than O9.5, and a relatively high extinction with an R 5495 close to the canonical value of 3.1. We have not found any previous identifications of CPD −63 2886 as a runaway star. It is moving eastwards in a direction parallel to the Galactic Plane away from the Cen OB1 association, a possible origin.
HDE 322 987 (= CPD −37 7076 = ALS 4059). This object appears as O7 in Goy (1973) and as O5 V in Vijapurkar & Drilling (1993) but we do not have GOSSS data to verify the spectral classification. The CHORIZOS run (Table 3 ) yields a T eff consistent with those classifications along with a moderate extinction with an R 5495 close to the canonical value of 3.1. We have found no previous indication of its runaway nature in the literature. The WISE mosaic shows extended emission in the region expected for a bow shock ( Fig. 6 and Kobulnicky et al. 2016 ) but the region is crowded and other sources are present, so an alternative explanation such as a PDR cannot be discarded. Regarding possible origins, this is a crowded region where it is difficult to select one without further information. One of the candidates is the H ii region RCW 126.
CPD −57 3781 (= ALS 1887). Crampton (1971) classified this star as O8 and Vijapurkar & Drilling (1993) as O7 V(n) but we do not have GOSSS data to verify the spectral classification. The CHORIZOS run (Table 3 ) yields a T eff consistent with those classifications and a moderate extinction with a value of R 5495 significantly higher than the canonical one. This object is moving away form the Carina Nebula association, located 1 • away, its more likely origin. CPD −57 3781 is the ionizing star of the optical H ii region RCW 52, whose shape and alignment is consistent with being at least partially a bow shock created by this runaway star, a fact first noted by Cappa et al. (2005) .
HD 74 920 (= CPD −45 2978 = ALS 1148). GOSSS-II classified this star as O7.5 IVn. It was not included in paper I as it was just below the threshold there but with the slightly modified parameters here it is just above it. We have not found any previous identifications of this object as a runaway star. HD 74 920 is moving westwards in a direction nearly parallel to the Galactic Plane within the Vel OB1 association. It could have originated in one of the H ii regions towards the east such as RCW 38 or RCW 40. 
BA supergiants
The BA supergiants in this subsection are listed in Table 7 . Each one is briefly described in this subsubsection, ordered by decreasing ∆.
HD 150 898 (= CPD −58 693 = ALS 15 035). GOSSS data yields a spectral type of B0 Ib for this star, which had been previously identified as a runaway (Hoogerwerf et al. 2001; Tetzlaff et al. 2011) . A clear bow shock is visible in the WISE mosaic (Fig. 6) . Its proper motion traces back to the Ara-Scorpius region of the Galactic Plane 15-20
69 Cyg (= HD 204 172 = BD +36 4557 = ALS 14 838 = V2157 Cyg). This object has a spectral type of B0.2 Ib in GOSSS data and had been previously identified as a runaway (Hoogerwerf et al. 2001; Mdzinarishvili & Chargeishvili 2005) . Tracing back its proper motion yields a likely origin in the Cygnus region ∼10
HD 215 733 (= BD +16 4814 = ALS 14 757). GOSSS data yields a spectral type of B1 Ib for this star, which had been previously identified as a runaway (Tetzlaff et al. 2011 HD 156 359 (= CPD −62 5531 = ALS 16 942). GOSSS data yields a spectral type of B0 Ia for this star, which had been previously identified as a runaway (House & Kilkenny 1978; Mdzinarishvili 2004) . Tracing back its corrected proper motion leads back to Ara OB1 as a possible origin.
BD −08 4623 (= ALS 9685 = LS IV −08 8). GOSSS yields a spectral type of B0.5: Ia:, with the uncertainty in the classification arising from the relative low S/N of the data (see Fig.4 ). There are also hints that the spectrum could be composite: we will observe it again in the future to obtain better data. We have found no indication of its runaway nature in the literature. The WISE mosaic (Fig. 6) shows an asymmetrical warm-dust region around the star as opposed to a clear bow shock (although the position is the expected one from the corrected proper motion) and the star has apparently created a bubble around it (Simpson et al. 2012) . BD −08 4623 is in the Sct region of the Galactic Plane moving towards the north, so it is likely that its origin is nearby.
HD 86 606 (= CPD −70 953 = ALS 14 941). This object has a spectral type of B1 Ib in GOSSS data and was identified as a runaway star by Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . According to the corrected proper motion a possible origin is Cen OB1, ∼18
θ Ara (= HD 165 024 = CPD −50 10538 = ALS 15 053). Hiltner et al. (1969) classifies it as B2 Ib but Simbad lists other classifications ranging from B0.5 Iab to B1 II. We have not obtained GOSSS data for this star, which is one of the closest targets in our sample. It was identified as a runaway star by Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . It is already falling back towards the Galactic Plane, so its origin is hard to trace based only on the corrected proper motion.
HD 112 272 (= DW Cru = CPD −63 2454 = ALS 2834). Morgan et al. (1955) classified this star as B0.5 Ia but we have not obtained a GOSSS spectrum to confirm it. It was identified as a runaway star by Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . It is located within the Cen OB1 association, moving away from its center.
ρ Leo AB (= HD 91 316 AB = BD +10 2166 AB = ALS 14 811 AB). GOSSS yields a spectral classification of B1 IbNstr for this nitrogen-enhanced star, which was considered a runaway star already by Keenan & Dufton (1983) . ρ Leo AB is located far away from the Galactic Plane and already falling back towards it. The AB designation is due to the existence of an elusive bright companion (there are several historical references that failed to detect it) that according to Tokovinin et al. (2010) is 1.5 magnitudes dimmer than the primary (hence contributing significantly to the spectrum) and separated by 46 mas. There are also claims in the literature that the object is a spectroscopic binary but an extensive spectroscopic monitoring performed by the IACOB project (Simón-Díaz et al. 2015b) clearly demonstrates that the spectroscopic variability is actually produced by stellar oscillations and rotational modulation of a non-spherically symmetric wind (see also Aerts et al. 2018) .
φ Vel (= HD 86 440 = CPD −53 3075 = ALS 14 940). Hiltner et al. (1969) classified this star as B5 Ib but we have not obtained a GOSSS spectrum to confirm it. There is no previous reference to its runaway nature in the literature. It is located close to the Galactic Plane and one possible origin is the open cluster ASCC 58, 3
HD 125 288 (= v Cen = CPD −55 5984 = ALS 14 996). Hiltner et al. (1969) classified this star as B6 Ib but we have not obtained a GOSSS spectrum to confirm it. We have not found any previous reference to its runaway nature. It is moving westwards and already falling back towards the Galactic Plane.
67 Oph (= HD 164 353 = BD +02 2186 = ALS 14 022). The GOSSS spectral classification for this star is B5 Ib and there is no previous mention of its runaway nature in the literature. It is already falling back towards the Galactic Plane.
HD 167 756 (= CPD −42 8359 = ALS 14 536). We classify this star as B0.2 Ib with GOSSS data. We have found no previous reference to its runaway nature. It is moving in a direction close to the perpendicular to the Galactic Plane, with one possible origin in NGC 6357 or its neighborhood.
HD 161 695 (= BD +31 3090). The GOSSS spectrum yields a classification of A0 Ib for this star, consistent with previous results. HD 161 695 is not only located far from the Galactic Plane (27 • ) but is also one of the runaways in this paper that is falling back towards the Galactic Plane. Therefore, tracing back its origin is not possible without additional distance and velocity information. Somewhat surprisingly for a sixth-magnitude supergiant at its location, we have not found any references to its runaway nature in the literature.
HD 115 842 (= CPD −55 5504 = ALS 3038). The GOSSS spectral classification for this star is B0.5 Ia and there is no previous mention of its runaway nature in the literature. The WISE mosaic (Fig. 6) shows a large and strong bow shock consistent with the corrected proper motion. A possible origin for this runaway is Cen OB1, located 7
CPD −50 9557 (= ALS 3689). We classify this star as B0 Ib with GOSSS data and we have found no previous reference to its runaway nature in the literature. It is moving westward below the Galactic Plane, so its origin is difficult to ascertain.
κ Cas (= HD 2905 = BD +61 102 = ALS 6258). GOSSS yields a spectral classification of BC0.7 Ia for this object, which was previously known to be a runaway (van Buren et al. 1995; Tetzlaff et al. 2011 ). The WISE mosaic (Fig. 6) shows a large and strong bow shock consistent with the corrected proper motion. κ Cas is moving eastward close to the Galactic Plane within the region of the sky shared by Cas OB4 and Cas OB14 OB associations. It is interesting to note that this is a carbon-enhanced B supergiant. There are several other runaways in this paper with CNO peculiarities and Sk −67 2 in the LMC was recently discovered by Lennon et al. (2017) to be another case of a carbonenhanced runaway B super/hypergiant.
HD 8065 (= BD +77 49). This supergiant has published spectral subtypes that range from B9 to A2 but a comparison of the GOSSS spectrum with the A0 supergiant standards indicates that it is an A0 Iab. We list the previously known status of this littlestudied star as "unclear" since the only relevant information we have found in the literature is a note in Table 1 of Bidelman (1988) that says "has this high-latitude B9 Iab star escaped from h and χ Persei?". The answer to that question from TGAS data is that it is indeed a possibility: the corrected proper motion traces back to the Perseus double cluster 20
• away (crossing the Galactic Plane in the meantime) but with such a long distance one would need a careful 3-D analysis to confirm the suspicion.
GP Vel (= HD 77 581 = Vel X-1 = CPD −40 3072 = ALS 1227). The GOSSS spectral classification for this star is B0.5 Ia. with an incipient P-Cygni profile in Hβ that is not strong enough to warrant a Ia+ luminosity class. GP Vel is a high-mass X-ray binary in an 8.9 day orbit (McClintock et al. 1976 ) that was previously known to be a runaway star (Kaper et al. 1997; Tetzlaff et al. 2011) . The WISE W4 mosaic (Fig. 6) shows a clear bow shock consistent with the corrected proper motion. Tracing back its trajectory leads to a possible origin in the eastern part of the Vel OB1 association.
HD 190 066 (= BD +21 4027 = ALS 10 740 = LS II +22 20). We classify this star as B0.7 Iab based on GOSSS data. It was previously known to be a runaway (Tetzlaff et al. 2011) . It is moving westward below the Galactic Plane with a possible origin in the Cygnus region.
V452 Sct (= BD −13 5061 = ALS 5107 = LS IV −13 82). We have not observed this object with GOSSS but the spectrum published by Miroshnichenko et al. (2000) indicates it is an A0 Ia+. That paper also indicate that it is a likely runaway star. This is one of the more distant objects in our sample, as it is likely beyond the Galactic Center. The WISE mosaic shows an excess in that band consistent with being a point source centered on the star, so it is likely caused by the IR excess studied by Miroshnichenko et al. (2000) and not by a bow shock. V452 Sct is already falling back towards the Galactic Plane.
HD 94 909 (= V526 Car = CPD −56 4016 = ALS 2036).
The GOSSS spectral classification for this star is B0 Ia. To our knowledge, it had not been previously identified as a runaway star. It is moving away from the Galactic Plane in a near perpendicular direction, with a possible origin in the Carina Nebula Association, 2
• away, or a point slightly towards the east.
HD 171 012 (= V4358 Sgr = BD −18 4994 = ALS 5086). The GOSSS spectral classification for this star is B0.2 Ia and it was previously known to be a runaway (Tetzlaff et al. 2011) . One possible origin lies in the Sct OB associations, 10-12
HD 161 961 (= BD −02 4458 = ALS 9353 = LS IV −02 5). The GOSSS spectrum yields a classification of B0.5 Ib for this star, which had not been previously identified as a runaway. Tracing back its corrected proper motion leads to the Sct OB associations ∼15 • away.
HD 190 603 (= V1768 Cyg = BD +31 3925 = ALS 1079 = LS II +32 15). We have not observed this object with GOSSS but Lennon et al. (1992) gives a spectral classification of B1.5 Ia+ and the star was analyzed in detail by Clark et al. (2012) . We have found no prior references to its runaway character. The WISE mosaic (Fig. 6) shows an asymmetric nebula around it with a direction consistent with the corrected proper motion. The nebula does not have the typical shape of a bow shock but that could be due to the extremely high mass-loss rate of this object (Lennon et al. 1992; Walborn et al. 2015) , which could produce a more filled structure. HD 190 603 is moving westwards close to the Galactic Plane and its likely origin is in one of the Cygnus OB associations.
Analysis

Completeness
To check for false negatives in our list, we searched Tetzlaff et al. (2011) for runaway candidates with a large probability of having a peculiar velocity 6 (P v pec > 0.5) that are missing in Table 4 but are present in our sample 1. There are 33 objects missing but, of those, 30 were detected by Tetzlaff et al. (2011) based mainly on their radial velocities as they have (a) P v r,pec > P v t,pec and (b) P v t,pec < 0.5. Therefore, we would not expect them to be detected by our 2-D method. Of the remaining three objects, one is HD 93 521, which has no TGAS data and is the highest -by far -latitude Galactic O star (b = 52 o ),
something that makes it difficult to detect in a 2-D method optimized for objects near the Galactic Plane. The other two, HD 108 and HDE 227 018, have TGAS proper motions with significantly smaller uncertainties and closer to the mean values than the Hipparcos values, which were the ones used by Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . Hence, a 3-D reanalysis would likely reduce their P v t,pec . We conclude that our method correctly picks up those runaway stars with large tangential velocities but, as expected, misses some which are moving mostly in a radial direction. For O stars the 2-D method detects approximately half of the stars a 3-D method would pick but the exact number is hard to evaluate given the differences between our sample 1 and that in Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . What about false positives (objects we identify as runaway stars but are not)? In their work on main-sequence B-type (i.e. lower mass) runaways, Silva & Napiwotzki (2011) describe their efforts to clean their sample of hot evolved low-mass stars, in their case Blue Horizontal Branch (BHB) stars. For our highermass sample the expected fraction of such contaminants should be lower, as PAGB stars are the possible culprits (see Fig. 1 of Silva & Napiwotzki 2011) and that phase is much shorter than the BHB one and only overlaps with our objects at the lower luminosity end. Another possible contaminant are sdO stars but those objects are excluded by the GOSSS spectral classification (see footnote 3). Therefore, we expect our false positives (if they exist) to have other origins such as incorrect astrometric values. The final answer about the number of false positives will lie, of course, in future work, but there is a good reason why the new 13 objects in sample 2 had not been detected before as runaways. Eight of them do not have Hipparcos proper motions and the remaining five were not included in Tetzlaff et al. (2011) . Therefore, we think that most of the runaway O candidates will be confirmed in the future, possibly as soon as Gaia DR2 data become available.
A completeness analysis for BA supergiants is more difficult than for O stars for three reasons:
-There is currently no whole-sky spectroscopic survey of B supergiants analogous to GOSSS for O stars and the fraction of false identifications is high, as it is easy to find lowerluminosity B stars misclassified as supergiants. Hence, the sample is poorly defined and we are forced to reject a significant fraction of the potential runaways (Table 1) either because we have obtained a spectrum and found the object was not a B supergiant or because there is no good-quality spectral classification in the literature. -The situation is even worse for A supergiants. These are rare objects due to the speed at which massive stars cross this region of the HR diagram and there are just a few classification standards in the literature. -Most previous runaway studies have paid decreasing attention from stars of O type (through early-B and late-B) to A supergiants, making it difficult to compare our results with previous ones.
Therefore, we can only extrapolate from the O-star case to estimate that Table 7 will contain few false positives but we cannot provide a number of expected false negatives.
Comparing runaway O stars and runaway BA supergiants
In this subsection we compare our results for O stars and BA supergiants and analyze their similitudes and differences. In the Table 7 Fig. 7. Galactic longitude histograms for O stars (blue/cyan) and supergiants (red/orange). The left panel shows the whole sample and the right panel the runaway candidates.
first place, we look at the fit parameters for the mean proper motions in Table 8 and Figs. 1 and 2. The fits are very similar and the differences are hard to appreciate between the top and bottom panels in each figure. The dispersions for O stars are only slightly larger. This result indicates that the bulk of both samples (i.e. the non-runaway stars) have similar properties in terms of distances and kinematics, as expected given that during the lifetimes of BA supergiants they cannot travel far from their birth places (in a Galactic scale) unless they are ejected as runaways.
Next, we look at the distribution of stars by Galactic longitude in Fig. 7 . The left panel shows the distributions of the whole samples: O stars and BA supergiants follow a similar pattern, with a marked concentration towards the inner Galaxy. The concentration is the result of the strong negative radial gradient in the density of massive stars in the Galaxy, which overcomes the also negative gradient in extinction in the local neighborhood (Maíz Apellániz & Barbá 2017) . The over-density of O stars with respect to BA supergiants in the second and seventh octants is caused by the presence of Cygnus and Carina, respectively, which are the two regions in the solar neighborhood with the largest concentrations of O stars. The opposite is seen in the third octant mostly due to the presence of the low-extinction supergiant-rich Perseus arm. The right panel shows the distributions of the runaway candidates. For O stars there appears to be little change but for BA supergiants the concentration towards the inner Galaxy becomes significantly more marked: there are no runaway BA supergiants in the outer two octants and only two are seen in the third and sixth octants. Even though numbers are relatively low, we believe this is partially an extinction effect: in the inner Galaxy extinction is significantly higher but also patchy and associated with star-forming regions (Maíz Apellániz & Barbá 2017) . Runaway BA supergiants have more time to travel away from the birth places and find locations where the sightline is significantly less extinguished, especially if the ejection velocity vector has a significant vertical component. Table 7 Early Table 7 Late Fig. 8 . Corrected latitude proper motions in the absolute sense (positive for motions away from the Galactic Plane, negative for falling back motions) as a function of Galactic latitude for runaway O stars (blue), B0-B0.7 supergiants (green), and B1 and later-type supergiants (red). The error bars show the mean and standard distribution for each sample and coordinate.
In Fig. 8 we analyze the relationship for runaway stars between Galactic latitude and its corrected proper motion in the absolute sense, µ |b| , that is µ b multiplied by the sign of b so that the quantity is positive if the star is moving away from the Galactic Plane and negative if it is falling back towards it. We have divided the BA supergiants into two subsamples: those with spectral subtypes B0-B0.7 and those with later spectral subtypes. Regarding b, we see that runaway O stars and runaway early-B supergiants have similar dispersions and with a mean close to zero (no preference for either Galactic hemisphere) 7 . This indicates that there are no large time-difference effects between those two groups: an early-B supergiant is older than a mid-or early-O dwarf but that is not necessarily true if the comparison is made with a late-O dwarf, which evolves into an early-B giant (not supergiant). On the other hand, runaway later-type supergiants have a significantly higher dispersion in Galactic latitude, indicating that they have been able to travel farther away from the Galactic Plane due to their longer average ages.
With respect to µ |b| , we also see similitudes between runaway O stars and runaway early-B stars: both have average values that indicate that they are more likely to be moving away from the Plane than falling towards it. The dispersion is higher for O stars but this may be explained by the existence of some stars that are close to crossing the Galactic Plane for the first time due to a very recent ejection (two good examples of this are AE Aur, Hoogerwerf et al. 2001, and HD 155 913) . On the other hand, runaway later-type supergiants have an average value of µ |b| which is very close to zero: this indicates that enough flight time has passed for about half of them to start falling back towards the Galactic Plane.
Finally, we consider whether there are differences in the fraction of O stars and BA supergiants that are runaways. A direct reading of Table 1 gives a value of 5.7% fo the runaway fraction for O stars. However, as we have previously mentioned, a comparison with Tetzlaff et al. (2011) points towards an incompleteness close to one half, mostly due to the use of a 2-D method for the detection of runaways. Therefore, a more realistic number would be in the 10-12% range. Regarding BA supergiants, the number in Table 1 is significantly lower than for O stars. There are at least three reasons why the real fraction is likely to be different:
-The use of a 2-D method makes us miss some runaways i.e. the same reason as for O stars. -We have followed more strict criteria for the selection of BA supergiants, resulting in a higher fraction of discarded objects in Table 1 . In some of those cases we have been able to confirm that the object was not a BA supergiant but in others we have not. -As we have seen, runaway later-type supergiants are located, on average, farther away from their birthplaces and farther away from the Galactic Plane with respect to the other runaways. That makes them easier to detect, as the main limitation to observe Galactic massive stars is extinction, not distance (Maíz Apellániz & Barbá 2017).
The first two reasons play in favor of increasing the real fraction of runaway BA supergiants while the last one against it. If we assume that the first reason has a similar effect for supergiants than for O stars and that the last two cancel out (at least approximately), we are left with a real fraction of runaway supergiants close to 6% i.e. lower than for O stars. However, that value is just an estimate that needs to be confirmed by better data in the form of a better sample selection and improved data. 
Runaways and rotational velocity
Runaways produced by supernova explosions are expected to have large rotational velocities (Blaauw 1993 ), a characteristic that was verified by Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) for Galactic stars with a rather small sample and later on by Walborn et al. (2014) for 30 Doradus (see their Figure 9 ). Here we can use the homogeneous GOSSS sample of O stars to test whether runaway stars have larger rotational velocities compared to normal O stars. Each GOSSS spectral classification includes a line-width index that is empty for stars with low values of v sin i and is (n), n, or nn for stars with increasingly larger values of the projected rotational velocity 8 . More specifically, the line-width index measures the broadening of intrinsically narrow lines (metallic absorption lines are preferred over He i ones and those over He ii lines) which is linked to rotation in most cases. However, some stars with apparent broad lines are instead unresolved (in velocity) spectroscopic binaries. Over time, we have been repeating GOSSS observations of stars with broad lines in order to resolve such cases and give independent spectral classifications to each component but a minority of contaminants should still be present in the sample.
We present in Table 9 the statistics on the line-width index for the 590 O stars in GOSSS I+II+III (the control group) and the 44 O stars identified as runaways in this paper with GOSSS spectral classifications. Note that most of the objects in the second group (along with the undetected O-type runaways) are included in the first group. For the control group 26.2±1.8% (155/590) of the objects have non-empty line-width indices (fast rotators) while for the O runaways the corresponding fraction is 46.5±7.6% (20/43). Considering that we expect to be missing about half of the O-type runaways, the GOSSS sample is expected to contain close to 500 non-runaways of which ∼115 (∼19%) will have non-empty line-width indices (if the characteristics of the undetected runaways are similar to those of the detected ones). Therefore, we can conclude that Galactic runaway O-stars rotate significantly faster on average than their non-runaway counterparts.
We also note that there is a significant difference between O supergiants (understood as luminosity classes II to Iab) and O stars in lower luminosity classes. Among the former we find 3 fast rotators and 11 slow rotators while among the latter there are 17 fast rotators and 12 slow rotators. This is likely to be an age effect, as the rotational velocity is expected to decrease due to mass loss with a spin-down time scale of a few Ma (Lau et al. 2011) . This result points towards fast rotators being a majority of our runaway sample at ejection, though note that statistics may be biased in either direction: some fast rotators will not be identified as such due to their low value of sin i and some apparent fast rotators may actually be SB2s (e.g. HD 155 913). On the other hand, some runaways are the product of a multiple ejec-tion (e.g. AE Aur and µ Col, Hoogerwerf et al. 2000) and others such as Y Cyg (Harmanec et al. 2014) and AB Cru (this paper) are close binaries. In both situations, the alternative scenario (a dynamical encounter in a compact stellar cluster) is required to explain their origin. Therefore, it seems that both scenarios contribute to the population but more runaways in our sample appear to be produced in supernova explosions, though better statistics are needed to confirm this claim. On the other hand, the study of Silva & Napiwotzki (2011) did not find such a prevalence of fast rotators but their sample was composed of main-sequence B stars i.e. of lower mass. Such a difference could be a mass effect, as it should be easier to eject a 5 M at a high velocity in a dynamical interaction than a 25 M one.
Summary
The main results of this paper can be summarized as:
-We present 76 runaway star candidates, of which 17 had no clear prior identification as such, 2 are unclear cases, and 13 were presented as candidates for the first time in Paper I. -Spectral classifications are assigned to 25 massive stars using GOSSS data and their spectrograms are included. -We provide photometry-based T eff estimates for five stars and present WISE imaging for twelve runaway candidates. -The 2-D method used is estimated to detect approximately half of the runaways in the sample. -We detect differences in the distribution of runaway B1 and later-type supergiants compared to earlier runaways and we ascribe the differences to an age effect. -Tentatively, the fraction of runaway BA supergiants appears to be lower than that of runaway O stars. -Runaway O-star rotate on average faster that normal O stars with the supernova explosion scenario possibly contributing more objects to the population than the multi-body interaction one.
